Did you know that minecraft is the worlds most popular game in the whole country. I like
minecraft because there is no point of the game and it helps you learn about materials. In
minecraft you can do anything. 1 Controls for computer mine is hold left click on xbox it's hold
right trigger on pe it's hold on the block

Here are the basics you will need to know let's start off in a block based world with Infiniti
terrain. Systems you can play on is Xbox PC and ps3 also mobile all the games are fun
example on Xbox you can use flat worlds PC you can use mods mobile is different controls.
You start off with nothing in your inventory so the first thing you want to do is break a
tree once you break the tree and if you don't know what the tree looks like it is brown and
attached to leaves. Next with the wood you have to go to your crafting and make wooden
planks. And build
a house with the meteriels around you. IMPORTANT details you will need to know first crafting
you have to make a crafting table with wooden planks then you need sticks then make wood
pickaxe and sword if you don't have enough materials get some more. Oh it's turning night I
repet DO NOT GO OUT AT NIGHT YOU WILL BE killed there are many monsters at night there
is many monsters that roum around
around at night such as zombies and creepers and skeletons skeletons shoot arrows zombies
can knock down doors spider can climb creepers explode. If you wait to morning the zombies
and skeletons will burn and the spider won't attack you alles you hit them the creepers still
explode if you get neer them AND YOUR STUFF WILL EXPLODE. oh! I left out one the worst of
all the endearmen these guys and girls will take your stuff and they can teleport and they have
whopping 100 hearts! And worst of all you can't look at them or you will DIE and you need to
kill 12 of them maybe even more!
There are some materials you’ll need in order to craft. You’ll need dirt stone iron diamond
gold(budder) but you need to look out for LAVA you will burn and so will your stuff basic enemy's
zombie creeper skeleton spider. Here are some rare monsters and the end and nether monsters
ender man magma cube blaze wither skeleton wither ghast and ender dragon. I advise playing

multiplayer I'll get to that later. Animals and humans pig cow chicken sheep slime villager (squid
ward ) and squid. Now MULTIPLAYER you have to have freinds to play on multiplayer you need
to use team work to win or betrayal (trolling). SKINS in the game you download any various skin
and play in the game with it but beware some COST MONEY so you just have to be careful.
TEXTURE PACKS will change the way you see minecraft but some cost money here are some
examples skyrim plastic and rubber EXTRA STUFF creator Markas notch bioms desert grass
nether jungle POTIONS speed strength poison fire resistence. ARMOR there is many kinds of
armor iron, diamond, leather chain. MODS there is too many mods I'll just tell about some of
them galaxy mod also the rivalsmod and colered mobs. VILLAGES there is desert villages
regular villager and castles they have those people in them. You can trade with the villagers.
ENCHANTMENT you can pretty much enchant every thing in minecraft armor swords hoes
pickaxes potions WEAPONS AND TOOLS Swords detail they can be used for battle and there's
different kinds. pickaxes example they can be used for mining. Hoes detail on hoes they can
only be used for farming when you use them they make a spot in the ground but only on dirt.
Buckets detail they can only be used to dump or scoop lava, water and posin. Beds details they
are red and white and used to respawn in the morning with full hunger and health and set a
spawn point. Sholvels example can be used for digging holes in the ground bows and arrows
example they can kill monsters easily when at a Long distance. LIQUIDS lava posin water. PETS
you can have different pets in minecraft like wolves and cats. ACTUAL PLAYING the first thing
you want to do is get resources to build a house so you can survive the night. Next craft the first
two things you want to craft is a sword and pickaxe you need the sword to kill animals monsters.
Rare resources here are somerare and very rare resources such as diamond obsidian emerald
redstone lapis lazule (lizoolie ) nether sand netherrack nether brick. Dimensions there are two
dimensions nether and ender the nether is hard to get to but so is the end the enter takes ten
blocks of obsidian (with no corners) and obsidian can only be broken with a diamond pickaxe
and the other thing you need to make is flint and steel. The end your probley thinking why is it
called the end? Well it's the end of the game but first I'll tell you how to
get there you need ender eyes ten eleven or twelve of them. You need to throw the ender eye
and it will go straight into the ground somewhere you need to follow right were it landed dig
down into the end fortress it is heavily guarded you are going to need two stacks of arrows an a
diamond sword and armor the ender fortress is a huge maze when you finally when you enter
the end there will be a ton of ender end and a huge dragon how to defeat you need to take out
the poles and then attack the dragon when you defeat the dragon there will be a egg if you get it
you will have your own dragon baby. Here are the modes you can play on creative and survival.
Now I know you were going to ask me this what's the abjective build in creative survival survive
and online play with freinds. Extra animals silverfish fish horses. Stuff that never made it to

minecraft black Steve beast boy. Here are the things you need to beat the game bosses here
are some bosses in minecraft. The enderdragon.
And I dare the ultimate boss of minecraft mobzilla! this boss has 4,000 health it is very hard to
defeat
standing 130 blocks high! 130 blocks in real life is 30 stories high I will tell you its attacks it
shoots lightning and when it steps it destroys a biom. Here are the ultimate bosses of minecraft
these things are hard to beat first mothra yes the name gives it away when you kill it butterflies
go everywere and it drops 50 levels of Xp! It has 150 hearts. Next is emporer scorpion he has
253 health he does 4 damage with one hit if not wearing armor he is easy to defeat with proper
equitment. Godzilla he is the most powerful of them all he has even defeated mobzilla he has
10,000 health he can be defeated but it is hard but not as hard as mobzilla because he has

regeneration. if you build a house in minecraft it will have to be big like this cutaway maybe
this is to big. NOW lets talk about muatant the muatant zombie is the toughest. Theen the
muatant enderman this dude is tough he is twice as powerfull as the norrmal wen dermal.
next is muatant creeper it explodes twice as much. And then th e daddy of them all the
mautant zombie! This is the worst of them all he has 1,000 health you have to kill him three
times! It's annoying.

Minecraft is growing and growing because more people are playing. so I hope I'll see you on
multiplayer on minecraft

